In this paper, we propose a new datapath-oriented FPGA architecture that utilizes coarse-grain-logic and routing resources to increase the area efficiency of datapath circuits. Using a set of custom-built datapath-oriented CAD tools and a set of datapath benchmarks, we investigated several variants of our proposed architecture. We found that the architecture achieves the highest area efficiency when 40% to 50% of the total routing tracks are coarse-grain. Furthermore, comparing to conventional FPGA architectures, OUT datapath-oriented architecture uses about 10% less area to implement the same circuits.
Introduction
The past decade has seen a dramatic increase in the logic capacity of FPGAs which has brought FPGAs to use in ever-larger applications. Large applications, whether they are CPUs, graphics processors, digital signal processors, or packet switchng networks, typically contain a greater amount of datapath logic, whch is highly regular in structure. The efficient implementation of these lughly regular structures has become an increasingly important issue to the overall area and performance of many FPGA applications.
Previous research [71[81[91[10][111[121[141[1S1[161 has
shown that regularity-dnveu synthesis, placement and routing can be used to improve the density and speed of datapath circuits. The work of (61 also shows that further area savings can be achieved by incorporating datapath-specific features into regular FPGA architectures. One particularly compelling architectural feature is the coarse-grain routing resources suggested by [6] . Their basic notion was to amortize configuration bit area across multiple wires when these wires are data buses. In this paper we perform a detailed exploration of the area advantage of a number of variants of this arclutectural structure.
By way of a more complete introduction to the architectural concept of coarse-grain routing structures, we first review more traditional FPGA routing. Fig. 2 . Logic blocks are then connected together through programmable muting resources composed of input connection blocks, output connection blocks, switch blocks and muting tracks. These routing resources are made configurable by the programmable switches controlled by SRAM cells. In a typical FPGA, each switch is controlled by a unique set of configuration memory We call these resources fine-grain routing resources. Coarse-grain routing tracks, on the other hand, are grouped together in groups of M, and switches associated with each group are collectively controlled by a single set of configuration memory hits. When muting datapath circuits, coarse-grain routing tracks can be more efficient at connecting a group of signals from a common source to a common destination and consequently acheve significant area savings.
Although coarse-grain tracks are more efficient at routing groups of signals that share a common source and a common destination, they are inefficient at routing individual signals. When a group of coarse-grain tracks are used to route a single signal, only one track in the group is utilized, wasting the other tracks. An efficient FPGA architecture for datapath circuits should, therefore, contain a mixture of fine and coarse-grain routing resources, as all application circuits are likely to contain both types of signals -signals that can be routed in groups and signals must be routed individually. In this paper, we investigate the question of how many coarse-grain routing tracks should be included in an FPGA targeting highly regular datapath circuits in order to achieve maximum area savings.
To the best of our knowledge, this important question has not been addressed by previous studies. In particular, the simple area model in [6] (which defines routing area as a linear function of the number of logic block YOs) prevents such an in-depth study on routing architectures. In contrast, this paper uses a much more detailed area model based ou 141. Furthermore, our study also takes full account of the area inflation after datapath-oriented synthesis [IS], which was ignored by many previous studies on datapath-oriented archtectures, placement and routing tools.
The rest of this paper is divided into four sections. In Section 2, we give a complete description of a parameterized set of coarsegrain FPGA architectures that we explore. Section 3 describes the experimental methodology we use to explore the datapath archi- lecture. Section 4 presents experimental results on the percentage of coarse-grain tracks. We also compare the area efficiency of our proposed architecture with a conventional architecture. Section 5 presents concluding remarks.
2.
A Coarse-Grain Datapatb FPGA Architecture In order to utilize the regularity of datapath circuits on coarsegrain routing resources, we need an FPGA architecture that can easily capture datapath regularity. Once captured, one should be able to easily map this regularity information onto coarse-grain routing resources. Since very few FPGAs are designed with datapath regularity in mind, we designed our own architecture (the datapath architecture) based on a conventional FPGA architecture (which we will call the "Standard" architecture) described in 141.
In 141 a logic block is called a logic cluster. Each conventional cluster contains N four-input Look-Up Tables (LUTs)..A cluster also contains a fully connected local muting network as shown in Fig. 2 . In our architecture, a logic block is called a super-cluster which consists of M conventional clusters grouped together using the topology shown in Fig. 3 . M is the granularity of our datapath FPGA architecture.
The super-cluster structure is motivated by the fact that datapath circuits often consist of many identical bit-slices and these bitslices are the source of signal buses -regularly structured connections that map well onto the coarse-grain routing resources. Using our architecture, we implement portions of bit-slices in clusters. Then we group the clusters that implement identical portions of bit-slices together into super-clusters. By doing so, we can maximize the chance of capturing datapath buses onto intersuper-cluster connections without sacrificing the utilization of local routing networks in clusters. Once captured, these buses can then be efficiently. routed through the coarse-grain routing resources in the global routing network.
The global routing resources of the datapath FPGA consist of both coarse-grain routing resources with a granularity value of M and conventional fine-grain routing resources. Each routing channel contains a fixed number of coarse-grain muting tracks and a fixed number of fine-grain routing tracks. Coarse-grain routing 
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Within each super-cluster, special connections supporting arithmetic carry signals are provided. The number of super-cluster U Os is equal to the total number of cluster UOs in a given supercluster; and each cluster U 0 is directly connected to a super-clusfer YO. An input connection block is shown in Fig. 4 . Each input pin can he connected to a fixed percentage, Fc-if, of fine-grain routing tracks. For each super-cluster, we group corresponding inputs of the M clusters together to form M-bit wide buses. We call these buses input-buses. Each input-bus is connected to a fixed percentage, Fc-ic, of routing-buses. An output connection block is shown in Fig. 5 . Each output pin can be connected to a fixed percentage. Fc-of, of fine-grain routing tracks. As cluster inputs, we also group cluster outputs into M-bit wide buses. We call these buses output-buses. Each output-bus is connected to a fixed percentage, Fc-oc, of routing-buses.
As shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 . when connecting an input-budoutput-bus to a routing-bus. we connect the corresponding hits of each bus together. The programmable switches in each bus-to-bus connection of the output connection blocks share a single set of configuration memory.
As in conventional architectures, we assume all U 0 pads are uniformly distributed on the boundary of~our datapath FPGA. Each VO pad is bi-directional -containing one input pin and one output pin. Both input pin and output pin have the same connection patterns to the routing tracks. Each pad pin can be connected to a fixed percentage, Fc-pf, of fine-grain routing tracks. M U 0 pad inputloutput pins are grouped to form pad-inputloutput buses. Each bus is connected to a fixed percentage, F C J C . of routing buses. The pad-inputloutput bus to routing bus connections are similar to the cluster input-budoutput-bus to routing bus connections described above.
A switch block which resides at the intersection of all horizontal and vertical channels is shown in Fig. 6 . It contains both fine tn fine-grain routing track connections and c o m e to come-grain routing track connections. We assume that there are no connections between fine and coarse-grain routing tracks. We use the disjoint topology [I31 for both fine-grain connections and coarsegrain connections since this is one of the most efficient and widely used topology for conventional FPGAs. Each fine-grain routing track can be connected to Fs-f of other fine-grain tracks. Each come-grain routing-bus can he connected to Fs-c of other routing-buses. As shown in Fig. 6 , when connecting two buses, we connect the corresponding hits of each bus together, and again there is sharing of configuration memory.
Experimental Methodology
We employ an experimental methodology to investigate the effect of varying the number of coarse-grain tracks on the area of the datapath architecture. We also compare the area efficiency of the datapath architecture against the standard architecture. Fig. 7 shows the CAD flow of our experiments. The 15 benchmark circuits are from the F'ico-Java processor from SUN Microsystems
[2]. The benchmark set covers all m j o r datapath components of the processor. These circuits are synthesized into LUTs using a datapath-oriented synthesis process described in 1181. This synthesis process preserves the regularity of datapath circuits while attempting to minimize area.
The synthesized circuits are then packed into super-clusters using a new datapath-oriented packing twl that we have written based on the T-VPACK packmg algorithm [4]. Our packing tool tries to pack every M adjacent hit-slices into a series of super-clusters.
As shown in Fig. 8 . portions of a hit-slice are mapped into a unique cluster for each super-cluster. The packer also utilizes the super-cluster level carry connections to minimize the delay of carry chains. The packed circuits are then placed using a placement algorithm modified from VPR [4]. The algorithm moves super-clusters as the basic unit if they contain grouped datapath slices. Otherwise, non-datapath clusters (that contain random logic) are optimized individually. The placed circuits are then routed using a datapath-oriented router, which is based on the VPR routing algorithm [41 and is modified to efficiently use coarse-grain routing resources. Using a set of specially designed cost functions, our router tries to balance the use of fine and come-grain routing resources based on congestion and timing
For all of our experiments. we set the granularity of the datapath architecture. M, to be four. This granularity was shown to he one of the most efficient by the study of [61. It is also used by the architecture described in [14]. As discussed in Section 2, the datapath architecture uses a disjoint switch block. As in many current commercial FPGAs. we set the Fs-f and Fs-c values to be three for all of our experiments. We also assume a fully buffered global routing architecture -all switches in our switch blocks are buffered switches.
To find the effect of varying the number of coarse-grain tracks on the area of the datapath architecture, we performed routing using several variants of the datapath architecture. each with a different number of coarse-grain tracks. For each circuit, we fix the total number of coarse-grain tracks that can he used and let the router search for the minimum number of fine-grain tracks that is needed to complete the routing. The number of fixed coarse-grain routing buses that we considered for each benchmark circuit is from 0 to 20 inclusively.
We define the track length, or the logical track length, to he the number of logic clusters that a routing track passes before being interrupted by a switch. For all of our experiments, we fixed the logical track length to he two for both coarse-grain and fine-grain tracks. We also fixed the cluster size, N. to he four. Both the track length of two and the cluster size of four were found to generate the hest area results in [171. To determine the area efficient values for Fc-if, Fc-pf, Fc-of, Fc-ic, Fc-pc, and Fc-oc. we set the numher of coarse-grain tracks to be zero. We varied the design parameters Fc-if, F c s f , and Fc-of to find a combination of these three parameters that is the most area efficient. We then assume the same set of Fc-if, Fc-pf, and Fc-of will generate the most area efficient results for any percentage of coarse-grain tracks, when Fc-ic, Fcgc, and FLOC are set to be equal to Fcjf. Fc-pf. and Fc-of, respectively.
To compare the area efficiency of a standard architecture with our datapath-oriented FPGA architecture, we also set the cluster size, N, to he four for the standard architecture. We again use a fully buffered global routing architecture. We varied several design parameters including L (logical track length), Fcjnput (number of tracks that a cluster input connect to), Fc-pad (number of tracks that a pad U 0 pin connect to). and Fc-output (number of tracks that a cluster output connect to) to find a set of design parameters that generate the hest area result for the standard architecture. We also use the hest available synthesis tool for the standard architecture instead of the regularity preserving datapath synthesis [18]. Fig. 9 shows the total area vs. the percentage of total tracks that are coarse-grain in the datapath FPGA routing. We measured the area in tenns of the number of equivalent minimum-width transistor area as described in [4]. For each benchmark circuit, we collected the area results from datapath architectures as described in Section 3. We then classify these archtectures into eight groups based on the percentage of total tracks that are coarse- Fig. 9 shows that as we start to add coarse-grain tracks to our muting fabric, we are differentiating our routing resources into two types. This differentiation reduces the routing flexibility and accounts for the initial increase in total area. As the number of coarse-grain tracks is increased to the 20% range, the benefit of coarse-grain tracks starts to outweigh the inflexibility in routing.
Experimental Results
As the result, the total area required decreases until it reaches the minimum when coarse-grain tracks account for between 40% to 50% of the total tracks. When we further increase the number of come-grain tracks, the number of coarse-pin tracks provided by the architecture starts to exceed the number of coarse-grain tracks required by the circuits. The router then starts to excessively use coarse-grain tracks for fine-grain routing. This reduces the efficiency of the datapath architecture past the 50% point.
Overall, the best area is achieved when come-grain tracks account for 40% to 50% of the total tracks, where the benchmark circuits use 6% less area comparing to architectures with no coarse-grain tracks. It is interesting to note that even though 94.6% of LUTs in our benchmark circuits belong to 4-bit wide datapath components [I&?] . only 40% to SO% of coarse-grain tracks are needed. We found that many datapath component not only are connected by buses but also by a substantial amount of non-bus control signals, indicating that even highly regular circuits need many fine-grain tracks. The right hand axis of Fig. 9 also shows the area data normalized against the hest standard archtecture. All coarse-grain architectures performed better than the best standard architecture, where the 100% point represents the area of the standard architecture when implementing the same circuits. Even with no coarse-grain routing tracks, the datapath architecture is 3.6% smaller due to the more efficient datapathoriented placement and routing. The best coarse-grain architecture is 9.6% smaller than the best standard architecture.
Finally, Fig. 10 shows that cluster size of four and logic track length of two are the best architectural choice for the datapath architecture. Here we measure area against track length and cluster size. The percentage of coarse grain tracks is set to be 50%. We found that, in order to achieve the hest area results, 40% to 50% of the total routing tracks should be coarse-grain despite the fact that, in our benchmark circuits, over 94% of LUTs are in regular datapath components. Funhermore, for cluster size of four, the hest datapath architecture is 9.6% smaller than the best standard architecture.
